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Similar to conventional conformal radiotherapy, during lung tomotherapy, a motion margin has to
be set for respiratory motion. Consequently, large volume of normal tissue is irradiated by intensive
radiation. To solve this problem, we have developed a new motion mitigation method by incorpo-
rating target motion into treatment optimization. In this method, the delivery-breathing correlation
is determined prior to treatment plan optimization. Beamlets are calculated by using the CT images
at the corresponding breathing phases from a dynamic~four-dimensional! image sequence. With the
displacement vector fields at different breathing phases, a set of deformed beamlets is obtained by
mapping the dose to the primary phase. Optimization incorporating motion is then performed by
using the deformed beamlets obtained by dose mapping. During treatment delivery, the same
breathing-delivery correlation can be reproduced by instructing the patient to breathe following a
visually displayed guiding cycle. This method was tested using a computer-simulated deformable
phantom and a real lung case. Results show that treatment optimization incorporating motion
achieved similar high dose conformality on a mobile target compared with static delivery. The
residual motion effects due to imperfect breathing tracking were also analyzed. ©2004 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1739672#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Helical tomotherapy1,2 is an intensity modulated radio
therapy~IMRT! delivery modality developed at the Unive
sity of Wisconsin and TomoTherapy, Inc. Tomotherapy d
livers intensity modulated beams from 360° gantry angle
a helical pattern resulting in conformal radiation to the targ
Fan shaped beam intensity is modulated by a binary m
leaf collimator ~MLC! that is able to open and close i
leaves in less than 40 ms. Tomotherapy delivery may be
advantage for lung cancer treatment. Lung cancer targets
usually surrounded by a dose limiting structure—the norm
lung tissue. Conventional delivery causes high entrance
exit doses whereas tomotherapy is able to spread the del
to a larger volume. A previous treatment planning stu
showed that dose escalation by tomotherapy could be as
as 160 Gy in certain patients.3

Targets inside lung usually move significantly due to r
piratory motion. A generous motion margin must be allow
and large volume of normal tissue is irradiated with intens
radiation. Measured with a real-time tumor/internal mark
tracking system, the range of tumor motion was noted to
5.5–10 mm in the lateral direction, 6.8–15.9 mm in the cr
iocaudal direction, and 8.1–14.6 mm in the ventrodor
direction.4 The magnitude of motion depends on the locat
of the target~upper, middle, or lower lobe! within the lung
and the details of the attachment of the tumor to other a
tomical features.
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Beside large motion margin, motion effects on IMRT d
livery have been extensively studied during the past sev
years. Hot and cold spots in dose distribution were obser
due to the interplay between the target and MLC le
motion.5,6 Other studies also showed that non-uniformity c
be improved after multifraction deliveries.7,8 For fractionated
treatments, targets receive different amount dose in e
fraction. As a result, different overall biological effects ma
be observed.

In order to maximize the benefits of tomotherapy to lu
cancer treatments, a motion control or compensation met
will enable additional sparing of normal tissue from inte
sive radiation as much as possible. Currently, motion con
and compensation techniques can be classified as

~1! Free breathing gating,
~2! Breath-hold gating,
~3! Real time target tracking.

Free breathing gating9–11 sets a beam-on window to a sp
cific portion of the patient’s breathing cycle. Treatment
prolonged by three to four times depending on the duty cy
setting. Due to the rotational beam delivery, free breath
gating is more difficult to implement on tomotherapy th
conventional delivery.

In breath-hold gating,12–14 patients hold their breath a
deep inspiration and beam delivery happens during
breath-hold period. During deep inspiration, lung volume
1576…Õ1576Õ11Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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FIG. 1. Flow chart of tomotherapy
treatment plan optimization incorpo
rating motion.
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. 2.
creases as much as 30%. More normal tissue is the
spared from radiation. The major drawbacks of this meth
are patient tolerance and treatment prolongation. Additio
time has to be added to let the patient recover from bre
holds. Only a portion of lung patients are able to hold th
breath long enough to finish treatment with an accepta
time prolongation.

Four-dimensional~4D! radiotherapy by target tracking15,16

is a newly developed motion mitigation technique. In th
technique, dynamic MLC leaf motions are adjusted to tra
the target motion. Continuous beam delivery does not p
long treatment time. However, due to the MLC mechani
limitation, usually only linear rigid body target motion i
allowed. Tomotherapy delivers radiation helically, its bina
MLC is not able to track superior-inferior motion whic
moves target in and out of the treatment plane. Although
independent jaw pair is technically capable of tracking
tumor in that direction, this method may impose more lim
tations on target motion and has not been developed at
time.

Of the current motion mitigation techniques, only th
breath-hold method can be easily applied to tomotherap
this time. A new technique with better patient tolerance
desired to make tomotherapy benefit the majority of lu
patients. For this purpose, a new 4D tomotherapy treatm
technique is developed. Contrary to previous techniq
whose treatment planning is performed on static CT imag
the new method uses 4D CT data set in beamlet dose ca
lation and includes the target motion into treatment optim
zation. This method, in principle, imposes no target mot
limitation and preserves high dose conformality to mob
targets.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Theory

During tomotherapy treatment the gantry rotates with
constant speed while the couch moves through the ga
During the delivery, the patient is trained to control the
breathing to follow a fixed, pre-determined pattern. Thus,
deformation state of the lung at any instance can be predi
if the treatment delivery is synchronized with the breath
cycle. The unique property of a continuous timeline of d
livery with tomotherapy enables a new motion mitigati
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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method by incorporating respiratory motion into treatme
plan optimization. The procedure of motion incorporat
treatment plan optimization for tomotherapy is shown in F
1.

1. Dynamic image acquisition

With a still image and its displacement map at any
stance, a dynamic~4D! image sequence can be obtained
using an image warping method.17,18Due to the deformation,
the pixel density of the image changes with time accord
to

r0~xW !5r t~xW1uW f~xW ,t !!3J, ~1a!

where r0(xW ) is the density value at the positionxW of the
original image,r t(xW ) is density value of the image at timet,
uf is the forward displacement vector field and is a functi
of x andt, J is the Jacobian of the deformation gradient a
defined byJ5det(di,j1 ]uf

i /]xj) wherei and j arex, y, andz
directions, respectively.

Directly warping the image using Eq.~1a! causes overlap-
ping or absence of values at some pixel positions. To av
the defects, backward warping is used to create dynamic
ages at different phases:

r t~xW !5r0~xW1uW b~xW ,t !!
1

J
, ~1b!

whereuW b is the backward displacement vector field in a r
lation to uW f as uW b(xW ,t)52uW f(xW1uW b ,t). uW b is obtained by
interpolation since the equation is unsolvable.

2. Delivery-breathing correlation

Tomotherapy gantry typically rotates with a consta
speed of about 20 s per rotation. With voluntarily contr
from the patient, the breathing phase may also be predic
The correlation between delivery and breathing can be
prior to treatment planning. This correlation should be p
served during the treatment. The correlation between de
ery and the breathing cycle is shown schematically in Fig

3. Beamlet dose calculation

The formulation of superposition/convolution~S/C! algo-
rithm for dose calculation on the static phantom is
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D~xW !5E dEE dxW8S m

rxW8
DEc~E,rxW8 ,xW8!k~E,xW2xW8!,

~2a!

where D(xW ) is the dose deposited at positionxW , E is the
photon energy,xW8 is the position of the primary photon in
teraction site,m/rxW is mass attenuation coefficient,c is the
fluence of the beam, andk is the kernel.

In the proposed method, the dynamic image sequenc
used to determine the time dependent dose distribution
each beamlet. The formulation for S/C calculation is adjus
as

Dt~xW !5E dEE dxW8S m

r~xW8,t ! DEc~E,r~xW8,t !,xW8!

3k~E,xW2xW8!, ~2b!

whereDt(xW ) is the dose deposited at positionxW at instancet.
The time dependent deformation is included inr(xW ,t) from
the dynamic image sequence. During beamlet calculat
the image at the corresponding phase is chosen accordin
the breathing-phase correlation.

4. Deformable dose mapping

A primary phase is defined as the breathing phase
which regions of interest are contoured. It can be any ph
of the dynamic image sequence. Deformable image regis

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the correlation between delivery phases~gan-
try angles! and deformation phases. The gantry rotation and target defor
tion have different but fixed periods. The correlation between delivery
phase is set prior to treatment planning and reproduced during the t
ments.

FIG. 3. A 2D deformable phantom.~a! A cylinder phantom with a ‘‘W’’
shape target inside. Both the normal tissue and the target have water eq
lent density 1.0 g/cm3. ~b! The forward displacement vector fieldmW f .
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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a-tion gives the displacement maps of the lung relative to
primary phase. The beamlets at each breathing phase are
mapped back to a primary phase as

D0~xW !5Dt~xW1uW f~xW ,t !!, ~3!

where D0 is the dose for the primary phase. The forwa
displacement vector fielduW f is the same as that in Eq.~1a!.
The dose mapping is an inverse process of image warp
but without the mass conservation factorJ in Eq. ~1a!. The
density changes are included in the S/C dose calculation
Eq. ~2b!.

5. Treatment plan optimization

Beamlet based optimization minimizes the residual
fined as
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d
at-
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FIG. 4. ~a! Lung images scanned at the inhalation and exhalation phase
breath holdings.~b! The displacement vector map between the two phas
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FIG. 5. A dynamic image sequence generated by m
conserved image warping. The images are separa
with an interval of 0.625 second and the deformati
cycle period is 5 seconds.
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residual5E w~xW !S Dp~xW !2(
i

c iDi~xW ! D 2

dv, ~4a!

wherew(xW ) is the weighting factor,Dp is prescribed dose
D0

i is the i th beamlet dose per energy fluence distribut
obtained from dose mapping, andc i is the fluence intensity

In order to include the deformation information, the d
formed beamlets (D0) obtained from dose mapping by Eq
~3! are used in optimization. The optimization algorithm
adjusted as

residual5E w~xW !S Dp(xW )2(
i

c iDt
i(xW1uW f(xW ,t)) D 2

dv.

~4b!

Motion is incorporated into the optimization by the ter
uW f(xW ,t). The result of tomotherapy plan optimization is a s
of beamlet intensitiesc i for each leaf position at differen
gantry angles.

B. Two-dimensional phantom simulation

The motion incorporated optimization was simulated b
computer generated deformable phantom. A cylindri
phantom image with a ‘‘W’’ shape target inside was crea
usingMATLAB software~The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA!.
The phantom had a water equivalent density of 1 g/cm3 at a
deformation-free state. Its diameter was 25.6 cm. A displa

FIG. 6. Examples of beamlet dose distributions before~a! and after~b! dose
mapping. The dose distribution was deformed due to phantom deforma
Total 51 projections distributed evenly from 360 degree gantry angles.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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ment vector map with the maximum displacement of abou
cm in the center was arbitrarily created. A sinusoidal mot
pattern was applied. Figure 3 shows the image of the ph
tom and its maximum displacement vector field.

Tomotherapy delivery was simulated by parallel beaml
rotating around the phantom. 6 MV polyenergetic phot
beams were used in the S/C dose calculation. For each
jection, a field of view~FOV! of 20 cm was covered by 50
beamlets with a width of 4 mm for each beamlet.~The beam-
let width of an actual tomotherapy machine is 6.25 mm.! A
total of 51 projections were evenly distributed in a 36
gantry angle. For dynamic delivery, the gantry was simula
to rotate with a period of 20 s, the phantom deformed wit
period of 5 s, which is typical of breathing cycle perio
There is no need for the relationship between the gantry
tation period and the breathing period to be an integer m
tiple. Beamlets were calculated to the phantom image
quence according to the delivery-breathing phase correlat
A total of 2550 beamlets were calculated for the tw
dimensional phantom case. The beamlets were then ma
back to the primary phase~deformation free phase! accord-
ing to Eq.~3!. In order to compare the results, another set
beamlets were calculated on the static phantom. A conv
tional simulated annealing algorithm was used for optimi
tions. The prescription was at least 95% dose to the ta
and 0% dose to the normal tissue. The weighting factor
tween the target and normal tissue was 100:1.

C. Three-dimensional lung case study

Lung images at two different breathing phases were
tained by breath holding CT scans. A finite element mo
based deformable image registration gave the displacem
vector field of the lung between the two scanned phases.
results were shown in Fig. 4. This image registration meth
was described in detail in other publications.18,19 The dis-
placement vector field for intermediate phases was obta
by linear interpolation.

During CT scans, the patient’s breathing was monito
by a calibrated spirometry system~Medgraphics, St. Paul
MN!.20 One of the cycles from the patient’s normal breathi
curve was then selected as the guiding cycle. A periodic
predictable breathing guide was then reconstructed by

n.
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1580 Zhang et al. : Optimization incorporating motion 1580
peating the guiding cycle. The interpolated lung images w
correlated with the breathing guide by calculating the lu
volume changes. Assuming tomotherapy gantry rotates w
a period of 20 s, the correlation between the breathing gu
and delivery phase~projection number! was then set.

With the displacement map at different breathing phas
a 4D lung image sequence was generated by image war
according to Eq.~1b!. The inhalation phase was selected
the primary phase. Region of interest~ROI! contours were
created on the primary phase using the treatment plan
software Pinnacle™~Philips Radiation Oncology System
Madison, WI!. The contours of region of the ROI at othe
breathing phases were automatically generated with
knowledge of voxel displacements. The dynamic image
quence was then imported into the commercial tomother
optimizer ~TomoTherapy, Inc., Middleton, WI!. Five sets of
beamlets were calculated for 10 breathing phases~5 inhala-

FIG. 7. Optimization results for a stationary target~a! the sinogram,~b! dose
distribution. The dose is highly conformal~DSC50.925! and uniform. The
prescribed dose is 95% to the target.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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tion, 5 exhalation!. One set of beamlets for dynamic delive
was then picked out according to the preset delive
breathing phase correlation. The beamlets were then map
back to the primary phase according to Eq.~3!. The same
simulated annealing algorithm as the phantom study w
used in optimization. The prescription was at least 95% d
to the target and 0% dose to the normal tissue. The weigh
factor between target and normal tissue was 100:1.

D. Dose calculation with tracking errors

Due to patient’s tracking error, the delivery-breathing c
relation may not be perfectly reproduced. The actual d
delivered with human tracking error may be calculated a

D f~xW !5(
i

c iDt
i~xW1uW f

p~xW ,t !!, ~5a!

whereD f is final dose distribution,uW f
p is the actual deforma-

tion at timet and is different from the forward displaceme
map uW f which is set by the guiding cycles. Equation~5a!
gives the exact dose distribution for the delivery with trac
ing errors. However, using this equation to reconstruct d
requires the calculation of another set of beamlets which
computationally expensive procedure for tomotherapy. Ho
ever, with relatively small tracking errors, Eq.~5a! can be
approximated as

D f~xW !5(
i

c iDt
i~xW1uW f~xW ,t !1d i3uW f~xW ,tmax!!, ~5b!

wheretmax is the instance that the target undergoes the la
est deformation and the dimensionless tracking errorsd i are
normally distributed with the mean of 0 and standard dev
tion of s. The value ofs is subject to change to simulat
different degree of tracking errors.

FIG. 8. The actual dose delivered on a deforming phantom if no mot
mitigation is applied. Severe hot and cold spots are observed and the do
not conformal to the ‘‘W’’ shape target~DSC50.590!.
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E. Dice similarity coefficient conformality index

A conformality index~CI! was used to evaluate treatme
planning results. Usually the CI is simply defined as the ra
of the planning target volume~PTV! and the volume en-
closed by prescription isodose surface. However the CI is
sensitive to target position change which often happens
to inter- and intra-fraction motion. Dice similarity coefficien
~DSC!21,22is appropriate in comparison-of-agreement stud
and has been used in image registration validation. It
also be a useful tool for dose conformality evaluation. T
DSC conformality index is given by

DSC5
2a

2a1b1c
5

2n$A1ùA2%

n$A1%1n$A2%
, ~6!

FIG. 9. Motion incorporated optimization results on a deforming target.~a!
sinogram,~b! dose distribution. Dose was conformal to the ‘‘W’’ shap
target. Similar dose conformality~DSC50.932! and uniformity as in Fig. 7
were obtained. The prescribed dose was 95% to the target.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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whereA1 is the set of voxels of PTV;A2 is the set of voxels
of the volume enclosed by 95% or other specified isod
surface;a, representing proper delivery, is the ratio of th
number of voxels common to both data sets to the numbe
voxels ofA1 ; b, representing underdose in the target, is
ratio of the number of voxels unique toA1 to the number of
voxels ofA1 ; c, representing overdose in the normal tissu
is the ratio of the number of voxels unique toA2 to the
number of voxels ofA1 . The DSC conformality index only
goes to 1 when 95% or other prescription dose covers
PTV and no surrounding tissue receives dose more than
The DSC conformality index was used to evaluate fractio
ation deliveries with tracking error.

III. RESULTS

A. Phantom case

With a given displacement vector field of the phanto
shown in Fig. 3, a dynamic image sequence at different
formation phases was created by image warping accordin
Eq. ~1b!. The result of images at selected phases is show
Fig. 5. The density changes are due to the deformation of
phantom.

The beamlet delivery phases are represented by the ga
angles when the beamlets are being delivered. With the
set phase correlation, beamlets were calculated using the
ages at the corresponding deformation phases.
deformation-free phase was chosen as the primary ph
Beamlets at other phases were then mapped back to the
mary phase using the displacement vector fields. The sh
of the beamlet was deformed after dose mapping due to
deformation of the phantom. A sample beamlet dose dis
bution before and after dose mapping is shown in Fig.
With a prescribed dose of 95% to the target, conventio
optimization according to Eq.~4a! was first performed on a
stationary target. The optimized static plan is plotted a
sinogram shown in Fig. 7. The final dose distribution w
computed using the static plan and beamlets calculated
the stationary phantom. The result is also shown in Fig

FIG. 10. DSC conformality indexes change with treatment fractions
tracking errorsd with different standard deviations ofs. Conformabilities
were improved after a few fractions and then approached fixed values.
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High dose conformality (DSC50.925) and uniformity were
obtained. The ‘‘W’’ shape was clearly distinguishable fro
the dose distribution images.

To simulate the phantom under deformation with no m
tion mitigation applied, the delivery result was computed
ing the same plan@Fig. 7~a!# but with the dose mapped~de-
formed! beamlets@Fig. 6~b!#. The dose distribution was

TABLE I. DSC factors changes with fractions. Properly delivered portiona
was improved and overdose to normal tissuec was decreased. However th
underdose in the targetb increased too.

1 fraction

Error s 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
a 0.948 0.782 0.669 0.605
b 0.125 0.102 0.099 0.106
c 0.052 0.218 0.331 0.395

30 fractions

Error s 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
a 0.973 0.917 0.842 0.772
b 0.127 0.129 0.124 0.141
c 0.027 0.083 0.158 0.228
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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highly distorted as shown in Fig. 8. Severe hot and cold sp
were observed. Dose conformality and uniformity were e
tremely impaired due to the target motion. DSC decrea
from 0.925 to 0.590 due to the target motion.

With the same dose prescription, motion incorporated
timization gave an optimal plan for a target that deform
according to the preset delivery-deformation correlation. T
optimized plan is plotted as a sinogram and shown in Fig
The final dose distribution was reconstructed using the m
tion incorporated plan and the deformed beamlets. The re
is also shown in Fig. 9. The dose was again highly conform
to the target and similar conformality (DSC50.932) and
uniformity were observed on the dynamic case as the st
case.

The synchronized delivery with human performance
rors was studied according to Eq.~5b!. Figure 10 shows the
conformality index changing with treatment fractions for t
tracking errorsd with different value of standard deviations.
The tracking errorsd were generated by a random numb
generator implemented inMATLAB . DSC conformality index
approached a fixed value after three to ten treatment fract
depending on the degree of tracking errors. Table I shows
e-

FIG. 11. Dose distributions after~a! treatment planning
and~b! 30 deliveries. Tracking errors with standard d
viation s of 0.1 were used in multi-fraction delivery
simulation.
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FIG. 12. Lung images at different breathing phases obtained by image warping and their positions in spirometer breathing signal.
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FIG. 13. ~a! Dose distribution of treatment planning optimization incorp
rating motion.~b! DVH curves of the treatment plannings for dynamic d
livery with synchronized breathing and conventional static delivery.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
a, b, c values after one and thirty deliveries. Results sh
that the properly irradiated region in PTV was improved a
overdose to surrounding tissue decreased after multiple
liveries. However underdose in PTV increased as well due
the decrease of dose gradients. Figure 11 shows the
profiles of treatment planning and the result after 30 deliv
fractions. The residual motion of multifraction deliver
smoothed the dose distribution. However, with small resid
motion, the dose was still conformal to the target. The ‘‘W
shape was clearly distinguishable in the dose profile.

B. Human case

A similar study was performed on a real human ca
With the displacement maps shown in Fig. 4, a dynamic lu
image sequence was created. Figure 12 shows the imag
a few selected phases and their position in the breath
curve. The positions in the breathing curve were determi
by calculating lung volume changes.18

A breathing cycle was selected from the patient’s o
free breathing curve as the guiding cycle. The breath
guide was obtained by repeating the guiding cycle. The
livery phases represented by projection number were t
correlated to the breathing guide. With the delivery-breath
phase correlation, a motion incorporated optimization w
performed on the 4D lung images. For comparison, ano
conventional optimization was performed on the static
images. Figure 13 shows the treatment planning results
both cases, the CTV was nicely covered. The dose
highly conformal to the target.

The breathing guide and breathing curve were displa
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FIG. 14. Breathing tracking perfor-
mance of a healthy volunteer. Guidin
cycles and patient’s breathing curv
were displayed by video glasses.
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to the patient through video glasses. Figure 14 show
healthy volunteer’s ability to track his breathing guide. Du
ing the 4 min test, he was able to control his breath to tr
the guiding cycles with a certain accuracy. To a first-ord
approximation, the target motion may be considered prop
tional to the spirometer reading. The free breathing mot
and residual motion of breathing tracking were plotted
histogram in Fig. 15. Breathing signal tracking errors ha
normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.066 l. No
malized by the amplitude of breathing curve, the relat
tracking errorsd in Eq. ~5b! had a standard deviations of
0.082.

To simulate fractioned deliveries, the actual tracking
rors from the breathing curve in Fig. 14 were used for thd

FIG. 15. Motion reduction by breathing tracking. The breathing signal tra
ing errors have a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.066 l
Normalized to the amplitude of free breathing, the relative standard de
tion s, a measure of tracking errord, is about 0.082.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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in Eq. ~5b!. The starting points were selected randomly f
each fraction. Figure 16 shows the dose histogram for tr
ment planning, 1, 15, and 30 fractions.

IV. DISCUSSION

Helical tomotheray is able to deliver highly conform
dose to the target with a properly optimized plan. Howev
without any motion mitigation method, the actual dose d
livered may be significantly different from what is predicte
by treatment planning. This study presents a new mot
compensation method for treatment plan optimization a
delivery. Different from other motion control technique
whose dose calculations are based on static CT images,
new method performs treatment planning optimization o
dynamic image sequence.

In this study, dynamic image sequence was obtained
image warping. In clinical practice, a 4D image sequen
obtained by dynamic CT scans would be performed.23,24

Hysteresis in the target trajectory was observed in some
tients due to the different mechanism between inspirat
and expiration.25 The 4D images from breath holding C
scans and image warping do not model hysteresis infor
tion.

The key to this new method is synchronized delivery. T
correlation between the treatment delivery and breath
cycle is set in the treatment planning. The correlation sho
be preserved during treatment delivery. This is achieved
instructing the patient to breathe following guiding cycle
Preliminary trials on healthy volunteers show that tracki
the guiding cycle is much easier than breath holding. T
tracking errors have a normal distribution and the resid
motion is much less than the motion of free breathing. Fut
clinical trials on lung cancer patients are under way.

In contrast to conventional CI, which is often used
evaluate treatment planning results, the DSC conforma
index is more sensitive to motion and setup error and ther
is more suitable for delivery error evaluation. Compu
simulated tracking error studies showed conformality d
creases as tracking error increases. Conformability was
proved after several delivery fractions and then converge
a fixed value. After 30 delivery fractions, underdose to t
target increased and overdose to normal tissue decreas
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dose gradient decreased due to motion blurring. The trac
residual motion blurring was much smaller than that of fr
breathing motion. As a consequence, the final dose distr
tion after multiple fraction deliveries preserved most of t
high dose gradients.

However, if the beamlets last for more than one h
breathing period, they are totally blurred by the motion a
the dose gradient will not be improved. Tomotherapy gan
rotates with a period of 20 s and there are total of 51 pro
tions in each rotation. So each beamlet lasts less than 0
depending on its intensity. Therefore, beamlet blurring fr
respiratory motion would be negligible. Cardiac motion
much faster than respiratory motion and most beamlets
for more than one half cardiac cycle. As a consequence,
method will not be able to compensate for cardiac moti
Fortunately for most parts of the lung, cardiac motion
much smaller than respiratory motion in magnitude.

This new method delivers radiation continuously and d
not prolong treatment time. Assuming linear translation t
get motion, another continuous delivery method—t

FIG. 16. DVH curve changes with fractioned deliveries. Human track
errors were included in dose calculation.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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‘‘tracking’’ technique—may oversimplify target motion. Also
superimposing target motion on leaf motion may cause
livery difficulties due to MLCs mechanical limitations. Thi
new method, in principle, only imposes an assumption
reproducible target motion and is not constrained by dyna
MLC mechanical limitation.

For beamlet-based inverse treatment planning, the m
computationally expensive procedure is the beamlet calc
tion. In this study, in order to utilize the commercial op
mizer, five sets of beamlets were calculated for 10 breath
phases. In the future, beamlet calculation may be guide
select the CT image at a specific phase from a 4D im
sequence according to the delivery-deformation phase co
lation. Approximately the same number of beamlets
needed for optimization. Thus no extra computational cos
imposed on the beamlet calculations. Extra computatio
cost is needed for the three-dimensional deformable im
registration and the dose mapping. However, the CPU t
needed by these processes is negligible when compared
that of beamlet calculation.

This new method is especially suitable for tomothera
since the delivery-deformation correlation is determin
prior to treatment optimization. For conventional IMRT d
livery using dynamic MLC, this correlation is not know
until the leaf sequence is calculated by the sequencer f
the optimization result. The problem could be solved by
erative motion incorporated optimization as shown in F
17. At the beginning, optimization is performed using t
primary phase CT images assuming no motion. The delive
deformation phase correlation can then be determined f
the leaf sequence of the optimization result. Beamlets
deformed according to this correlation. A motion incorp
rated optimization is performed. This process repeats u
the newly generated intensity map from optimization is ve
close to the one from the last loop. However, the conv
gence and outcomes of this iterative optimization requ
testing.
o-
c

FIG. 17. Scheme of the optimization incorporating m
tion for conventional IMRT delivery using a dynami
MLC.
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V. CONCLUSION

With the knowledge of the deformation state at each
livery phase, target motion/deformation can be incorpora
into the treatment plan optimization. In principle, th
method does not impose any limitation on target mot
other than periodic reproducibility and may provide an ac
rate dose prediction in treatment planning. Motion incorp
rated optimization on a mobile target results in highly co
formal dose distribution. This method is especially suita
for tomotherapy whose delivery-breathing phase correla
is determined before optimization. This method may also
possible to apply to conventional IMRT delivery using iter
tive optimization with extra computational cost.
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